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11 Introduction

Operating heat exchangers have experienced tube damages due to excessive flow-induced

vibration [1,2]. The relatively small inherent tube-to-baffle hole clearances associated

with manufacturing tolerances in heat exchangers affect the tube vibrational characteristics.

In attempting a theoretical analysis, questions arise as to the effects of tube-baffle im-

pacting on dynamic responses.

Experiments were performed to determine the effects of tube-baffle impacting in verticil/

'horizontal tube orientation, and in air/water medium on the vibrational characteristics

(resonant frequencies, mode shapes, and damping) and displacement response amplitudes of a

seven-span tube model. The tube and support conditions were prototypic, and overall length

appioximately one-third that of a straight tube segment of the steam generator designed for

CRBR Plant. The test results were compared with the analytical results based on the mulri-

span beam with "knife-edge" supports.

Several authors [3-6] performed experimental studies to determine the effects of tube-

support conditions on the dynamic behavior of a multi-span tube. Sebald and Nobles [3] con-

ducted a test to evaluate the effect of tube/baffle-hole clearance on the natural frequencies

of an eight-span symmetric tube model in horizontal orientation, concluding that tube natural

frequency decreases as the clearance increases. Moretti and Lowery [4,5] reported experi-

mental results, from 1 to 5-span models in horizontal orientation illustrating the effects

of tube-support conditions on tube natural frequencies and damping. Not only are natural

frequencies and damping important, but also mode shapes, as they determine the effectiveness

of fluid forces in exciting tube motion, and the response amplitude, especially when there

exists a potential for exciting a resonant mode at various operating levels less than full
i
jheat exchanger design flow [7], Shin et al. [6] reported the experimental results to

jdetermine the effects of tube/baffle misalignment, tube/baffle-hole clearance, baffle thick-

[ness, and baffle spacing on tube resonant frequencies, mode shapes, damping, and displacement

|response amplitudes of seven-span tube model in horizontal orientation. Card [8] reported

jthe effect of hydraulic noise on nuclear fuel vibration. Among other things, he concluded

that less tube fretting was observed in a horizontal system than in a vertical one, because

the bundles were held against the tube by gravity. While these investigations have provided

useful insights, tube/baffle impact phenomena are not fully understood and, consequently,

further studies are needed.

2, Experimental Kquipment

The test model features a 15.875 mm (0.625 in.) dia x 3.175 mm (0.125 in.) thick x

5.232 m (206 in.) long seamless Croloy (2-1/4% Cr - 1% Mo) tube, a 101.60 mm (4 in.) thick

brass "tubesheet", and 38.^0 mm (1-1/2 in.) thick stainless steel baffle plates with 0.2540

mm (10 mils) diametral tube-to-baffle hole clearances. Three different experiments were

performed in air/water at room temperature; Test Case 1, Vertical orientation/In-water;

Test Case 2, Vertical orientation/in-air; Test Case 3, Horizontal orientation/In-water* :

The tube was securely clamped at one end and supported by seven intermediate support plates ,

(see Fig. 1). The test model was mounted on W 12 x 79 steel beam with a deep aluminum cage

to enclose the test model and contain the water. The test rig was mounted both vertically i

and horizontally. For the vertical orientation, the tubesheet end was placed at the bottom.

Test case 1 is a nearly prototypic model of the lower one-third of the straight segment of

Instruction* /or npmg -.= ptctnc (IT trrsi*
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t"he steam generator designed for the CRBR plant. The test rig was sufficiently rigid that

significant interaction between tube and rest rig caused by mechanical or fluid coupling was

avoided.

A means to excite the tube was provided by an electromagnetic exciter assembly consisting

of four pairs of coils mounted along tube span 3 (see Fig. 2) in an attempt to simulate a

'distributed loading. The excitation span corresponds to the span exposed to the crossflow

i

'at the shellside fluid inlet/outlet. Ten non-contacting displacement transducers were used

!to measure the vibration response of the tube; two transducers, orthogonal to one another

'were positioned at the center of each span with the exception of the excitation span (Span 3)

land the 88.90 mm (3-1/2 in.) short span (Span 2). At the excitation span, the strong mag-

jnetic field generated by the drive coils would disturb the transducer signals an<i, conse-

quently, transducers were not mounted at that location.

3. Measurement of Tube Vibration Response

The tube resonant frequencies were determined by applying different amplitudes of sinu-

soidal current (force) to the drive coils and sweeping through a forcing frequency range

from 0 to 250 Hz. Resonant frequencies up to the sixth mode were dete/mined from the

resulting frequency response curve.

Sinusoidal excitation at up to four different current (force) amplitudes was applied to

the tube at each of the resonant frequencies from the lowest up to the sixth modes Response

amplitudes in the form of tube displacements were measured at the center of each span using

displacement transducers and were recorded on magnetic tape. RMS current in the drive coils,

being proportional to the input force level, were simultaneously recorded. For sinusoidal

(excitation, peak current (or peak force) was obtained by multiplying RMS current (or peak

I force) by /2; peak response amplitude was approximated in the same way.

.' Tube baffle interaction model is a piecewise-linear system and energy dissipation cannot

'be adequately expressed in terms of the linear viscous damping representation. However, to

jobtain a feel for the degree of energy dissipation, the viscous damping factor was calculated

I from the spectral density curves using the bandwidth (half-power point) method. Two dif-

ferent levels (high/low) of a white noise input force were applied to the tube.

I), Analytical Model

The applicability of linear theory in predicting tube vibrational characteristics and

response of a tube/baffle impact model has always been in question. To gain insight, experi-

mental results will be compared with results from a linear analysis of an idealized model.

The idealized model is, herein, defined as a multi-span continuous beam with one end

perfectly clanped and intermediately supported by "knife-edge" supports. The geometrical

and material properties of the idealized model, are uniform and the same as those of the

experimental model. The reference responses of the idealized model are undamped natural

frequencies, mode shapes and peak displacement response amplitudes with phasing as determined.
i

from steady-state harmonic analysis.

The first six natural frequencies and mode shapes are plotted In Fig. 2. Steady-state

harmonic analysis way performed by applying uniformly distributed sinusoidal forces at Span 3,.

the span which corresponds to the excitation span in the experiment. Resonant conditions !

err; excited by selecting the excitation frequencies to be the multi-span tube natural i

frequencies. Responses were computed for viscous damping factors (O of 0.02, 0.05, and 0.08,

I
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assumed to be the same for each mode. Peak displacement amplitudes and the corresponding

phase angles along the length of the beam were determined. The results showed that, exciting

the beam at first three natural frequencies, second mode contribution was dominant with

maximum displacement occurring at Span 1. Closely-spaced double baffles did not significantly

dampe out the peak displacement response at Span 1. The analysis results are shown in Section

5 where the experimental results are compared.

5. Analysis of Experimental Data

The effects of tube orientation (vertical/horizontal) surrounding fluid medium (air/water)

and exciting force amplitude on tube vibrational frequencies, mode shapes, displacement

response amplitudes, and energy dissipation were evaluated.

5.1 Tube Orientation

The experiment was performed in both a horizontal and vertical tube orientation, and

in-water condition (Test Cases 1 and 3).

5.1.1 Resonant Frequencies

The experimental results showed that the tube orientation did not significant-

ly change the tube resonant frequencies (see Fig. 3). Comparison with analytical results

showed tha<- the measure frequencies were close to the natural frequencies of a multi-span

beam with "knife-edge" supports (see Fig. 2).

In the vertical orientation, two distinct resonant frequencies were observed in the

neighborhood of the first mode frequency: 30.5 Hz and 33.6 H--. The former is close to the

calculated first natural frequency and the latter was found to be close to the measured first

resonant frequency (35 Hz) of "Support - A - Removed" case. This might be caused by the fact

I that the tube is not resting against the supports when in a vertical orientation and, when

vibrating, the tube is not always contacting the closely-spaced double supports simultaneous-

ly. Third mode frequency in the neighborhood of 45 Hz was not observed in the experiment.

This can be attributed to the fact that excitation of that mode by excitation forces applied

at Span 3 is not very efficient, as can be seen from Fig. 2, noting the small (non-detectable

from the curve) modal amplitude at Span 3 for the third mode. By exciting Span 6 in a sub-

sequent test, third mode response was detected as expected.

The added mass associated with the tube-support gap fluid appears to have a negligible

effect on system response; the measured frequencies are close to the analytical results.

This is most probably the result of the support location being an effective node point and

also the large span-length to support-thickness ratios. Upon increasing the exciting force

amplitude, the resonant frequency was slightly increased on the order of 1 Hz.

5.1.2 Displacement Response Amplitude j

Sinusoidal excitation at four different input force amplitudes was applied to

Span 3 at each of the first three experimentally-determined resonant frequencies. :

RMS displacement amplitude at the center of the span expr-iencing the maximum responce :
i

was plotted in terms of the total exciting force amplitude (see Fig. 4). The analytical >
results based on the steady-state harmonic analysis were imposed on the same figure for j

I
comparison. The measured displacement responses in the horizontal orientation were, in !

general, higher than those in the vertical one. This indicates that the energy dissipation |

is higher In the vertical orientation. It may be that the tube is exposed to more impacting

in the vertical orientation (it is better centered in the support hole and less likely to be

om for tipi'i/,' =* plco\c ice tcno
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Testing against a support) and that impact damping results in greater energy dissipation than

rubbing/sliding damping vhich might be dominant in the horizontal orientation. The tube

responded primarily in the excitation direction. Figure 4 shows that the measured RMS dis-

placement amplitudes are always lower than those of analytical results with linear viscous

damping (£) of 2%. It is postulated that energy dissipation due to tube-support impacting,

sliding and rubbing, accounts for the analytical results providing an upper bound to the

displacement responses.

The measured peak displacements along the spans were plotted at each experimentally-

observed resonant frequency from the lowest up to the third for total exciting force amplitude

of 7.5 lbs (3.A kg) and analytical results were also presented in the same figure (see Fig.

6a). When the tube is excited at its first natural frequency in analysis, maximum displace-

ment occurs at Span 1 and it is dominated by second mode contribution (see Fig, 2). For

second mode excitation, Span 1 again experiences the maximum displacement which in this case

is about 15 times higher than that of the first mode with ? = 2%. For 4th mode excitation,

maximum displacements at Spans 1, 6 and 7 could not be measured because the transducers were

positioned at the centers of each span which approximated node locations. Measured displace-

ment responses along the spans are always lower than the analytical results with £ = 2%.

5.1.3 Damping

Equivalent viscous damping varied from 2% to 7.5% for both tube orientation.

Its magnitude decreased in higher mode.

5.2 Fluid Medium

The experiment was performed in the vertical tube orientation and in air/water

medium (Test Cases 1 and 2).

5.2.1 Resonant Frequencies

Measured tube resonant frequencies in water were lower than those in air due

to the added mass effect of the surrounding dense fluid. Measured frequencies were close to

the calculated natural frequencies of a multi-span beam with "knife-edge" supports (see Fig.

2).

For both fluid media, two distinct resonant frequencies were observed in the neighborhood

of first mode frequency. Again, third mode frequency was not observed in the experiment when

exciting Span 3, for the same reasons discussed in Section 5.1.1. Resonant frequencies were

insensitive to ;he exciting force magnitude for both fluid media. j

5.2.2 Displacement Response Amplitude i

Sinusoidal excitation at three to four different input force amplitudes was

applied to Span 3 ft each resonant frequency from the lowest up to the third. j

RMS displacement amplitude at the center of the span experiencing the maximum response

was plotted in terms of the total exciting force amplitude and the analytical results were

also presented in the same figure for comparison. For the spans near the excitation span, i

the tube motion was primarily in the excitation direction and the displacement amplitude i

in water was, in general, higher thar. that in air. The opposite behavior was observed for j

the spans away from the excitation span. This may be caused by the different level and type j

of energy dissipation at the tube-support locations due to various combinations of impacting, j

rubbing and sliding mechanisms. However, the damping phenomena associated with tube/support

Interaction are not known yet. Analytical results show that the displacement responses are

approximately the same for both fluid media. This Implies that the added mass of the

Imtntcliom for trpi'ip =. pf~tuc trt' .'<v\w>
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surrounding water does not appreciably effect the displacement response. Measure displace-

ment amplitudes are always lower than those of analytical results with 2% linear viscous

damping.

Measured peak displacement along the spans was plotted at each resonant frequency from

ithe lowest up to the third for total exciting force amplitude of 7.5 lbs (3.4 kg) and the

analytical results were also imposed in the same figure (see Fig. 6b). Maximum displacement

occurred at Span 1 and in-water condition when exciting the tube at the third resonant fre-

quency. Measured displacement was slightly lower than the analytical results with 82 damping

factor. This implied that there may be a significant energy dissipation as a result of the

closely-spaced double-support.

5.2.3 Damping

Equivalent viscous damping factor "aried from 0.5% to 2% for in-air case.

The damping factor for in-water case is about 2-3 times higher than that for "in-air" case.

6. Discussions on Damping Data

In spite of the scattered damping data, the following observations are considered to be

valid:

(1) The damping factor decreases with higher mo-?ss and the first mode damping has the

highest magnitude with the widest variation.

(2) There is a definite trend toward higher damping with increased excitation force

amplitude.

(3) The damping factor for "in-water" case is higher than that for "in-air" case.

The scattering in the damping data may be attributed to the use of a lineal viscous

jdamping representation for energy dissipation of nonlinear system. This implies that damping

ienergy cannot be properly expressed in terms of viscous damping or logarithmic decrement

for tube/support interaction model and it is largely dependent on the tube-support geometry

and tube/support contact phenomenon.

7. Summary of Results

(a) The experimental results showed a small variation of resonant frequencies due to

tube orientation and excitation amplitude. Measured frequencies were close to the

calculated natural frequencies assuming a multi-span beam with "knife-edge" supports.

(b) Added mass due to the gap fluid between tube and support-hole appeared io have a

negligible effect on system response based on the close agreement between measured

frequencies and analytical results.

(c) Measured displacements of the tube in a horizontal orientation were, in general,

higher than those for the tube in a vertical orientation. j

(d) ?feasured displacements in water were, in general, higher than those in air for the

spans neares.t the excitation span. The opposite behavior was observed for the spans,

away from the excitation s,.an. j

(e) Measured peak displacement amplitudes were always lower than those of analytical

results.

(f) Closely-spaced, double supports placed next to the excitation span did not act

effectively to dampen the vibration amplitude of the adjacent long span, fixed at

one end to the tubeshect.

(g) It Is concluded that a mathematical model assuming a multi-span beam fixed at the

titltritctioTH for l\pi>lp = plt'iisc \cc lcr\o
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t&besheet with intermediate "knife-edge" supports satisfactorily predicts natural frequencies

and mode shapes for the tube/support configuration studied, and tha :, with an assumption of

|2% damping in all modes, the predicted response bounds the corresponding experimentally-

Idetermined response. It is postulated that energy dissipation due to tube-support impacting,

isliding and rubbing, accounts for the analytical results providing an upper bound to the peak

displacement responses.
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Figure Captr ions

No. Title

1 Tube'Baffle Configuration for the Cases Tested

2 Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes

3 Summary of Measured Resonant Frequencies

4 Effect of Tube Orientation: R>IS Displacement Amplitude

at the Center of the Span as a Function of Total Exciting

Force Amplitude

5 Effect of Fluid Medium: RMS Displacement Amplitude at the

Center of the Span as a Function of Total Exciting "orce

Amplitude

6 Peak Displacement Amplitude Along the Span for Total

Exciting Force Amplitude of 3.4 kgs (7.5 lbs)
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